The number of languages in the world is much larger than the number of target languages that ament language identification systems can handle. Therefore, we propose here the use of a multilayer perceptron neural network as a means to prevent those unknown language inputs from being misidentified as one of the target languages. We consider not only the target language identification rate but also the unknown language rejection rate. Results reveal that with the use of phonemic uuigram as the input features to the neural network, a target language identification rate of 93.5% can be achieved for 3 languages. By varying the thresholds of the outputs, good unknown language rejection rate can also be obtained at the expense of lower identification rate.
INTRODUCTION
Although the number of languages CUTfmtly spoken in the world is estimated to be at least about 2,000, most current language identification systems can only handle up to 11 languages [l, 31. These systems make use of a hard decision h m the maximum likelihood score among the target languages. However, such a method cannot take into account of the p o s s i i t y that the input utterance belongs to a larger set of languages outside the target set. This is because the decision is made on a relative ditTerencc among the scores of the languages but no relative measure for the resemblance of the languages is taken.
In order to reject an unknown language utterance, a criterion has then to be set up to measure the resemblance of the input utterance to the target language, i.e., a probability threshold. To fuWl such a task, a simple multilayer perceptron neural network is considered as an &ective means to limit the outputs to a range between 0 and 1. It is assumed that when a proper threshold is detumined, the unknown lanp a g e utterances with score usually lower than the threshold can then be rejected from the target language set.
From the previous works [1]-[4], N-gram modelings of the phonemes are found to be features rich in discrimhating information fsr language identification. Even though b i g " of phonemes is suppod to yield more discriminating information than the unigram, unigram of phonemes is used here. This is because of two coderatioat: 1) the lower dimensions of input features to the neural network and 2) the size of training samples not enough for good estimate of bigram. Therefore, in this paper; the performance evaluation of the proposed method, using phonemic unigram features as inputs to a neural network for target language identification as well as unknown language rejection, are presented.
CORPUS
The database used for evaluation is the OGI multi-language corpus of telephone speech ( Stochastic models for all hdamental phonemes of each language are first created from training data. During recognition, test utterance is decoded by a mixed phoneme recognizer in which all the language-dependent and languageindependent phonemes of the target hguages are covered (Figure 1 ). The bias due to diffvent language mognizvs can then be removed automatidy. Since the log likelihood s c o n of optimal phoneme sequence can no longer be utilized from one single phoneme recognizer, the N-gram approach is usually used after this mixed phoneme recognition for language identScation. In the experiments here, there an 62 phonemes in the recognizer from the 3 target languages.
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Unigram Feature Table
Stochastic grammar of a language, i.e., N-gram, is shown to be a powexful feature to identify a language in many works
The two most common language models used are unigram and bigram. In our previous work 141, the identification decision was based on the maximum score of the unigram model as follows:
where L is the target language, Li is a language set member and pk is the language spedfic phoneme.
Instead of using this whole utterance sequence probability approximated by the N-gram modeling, here, a T h e use of bigram model m a y give more language spccific combinations of phonemes across languages since many mono-phonemes are not language dependent. However, a lot more training data will be required before the neural network can be properly trained with the much larger dimemions of mputs(62x62 m our case).
Multilayer Perceptron ' (MLP) 
SPEECH PREPROCESSING
The speech utterances sampled at SkHz, were first preemphasized by a filter H ( z ) = 1 -0.972'. Hamming window of length 25.6ms was then applied at a rate of 10ms. From each frame, feature vector consisting of 12 m e l -d e cepstra, 12 delta mel-scale cepstra and 1 delta energy value, was then computed. All the preprocessings were implemented by the commercial software HTK V1.5. Comparing the current method using an MLP with 62 input features, no hidden layer and 3 output nodes, with the previous method using only the maximum score for identification decision [4], it is found that the current method can outperform the previous method when whole story data were used to obtain the unigram feature tables (Figure 3 ) . Obviously, the input length afiects the effectiveness of the unigram features of the language m m Seriously than the previous method, which will be discusJed in a later section. In the previous section, there was no consideration of the UIIknown language inputs, i.e. oaly +e maxi" scores from the MLP outputs were used to decide the target language.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Comparison to Previous
IDRate
When a h h d d is set to various dues, it becomes fea-. sile to reject the unknown language inputs at the expense of a decrease in target hnguage identitication rate(TL1R).
[Testing Data 11 (68.6% at 0.6) I (64.7% a t 0.6) [ -- However, as shown in Table 2 , it is found that the addition of a hidden layer did not help to improve the performance.
One explanation may be that the number of training data remained the same while the number of weights that has to be trained inaeased much more. As a result, the more sophisticated MLP was not trained enough for better dassification. (Figure 6) . The overall correct rates do not increase as a saturation point(at about 20s) is reached, on the contrary, it starts to decrease slightly. Furthermore, the optimal threshold is found CO vary at different time lengths.
Effect of Varying Time Lengths
Weight Distributions of Trained MLP
Data m o l e Story
From the intemal weights of the trained MLP without hidden layer, it is hoped that some insights might be obtained to see which features would yield more information for the classification and which would not contribute at all. However, it is found that all features seem to contribute at quite different weights and so no elimination of useless feature input could be done to further simplify the structure of MLP (Figure 7) 
